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Issues: History, Education, Archaeology, International News 
Title: Light of the Southwest – Dr. Scott Stripling 

Date aired and time: July 13, 2022 8:00PM 

Dr. Stripling discusses the excavation of Biblical archaeology in Israel.  He shares the availability to watch 
the excavation on Shiloh News Online which provided not only news of their excavation but also news 
from the Middle East. Dr. Stripling is in the middle of an excavation on Mount Ebal and the discoveries of 
this dig from the “Mountain of the Curse” validate Torah/Biblical history.   

 

Issues: History, International News 
Title: The Bob Fu Report (20227) 

Date aired and time: 7/22/2022 5AM 

Bob Fu talks about praying for leaders even when you don’t agree with them. He outlines the 
persecution of the church through the past century and the ability for pastors to help the masses endure 
bad political structures. Pastor Fu transitions into the current events of Hong Kong and China’s ability to 
take democracy and institute the Chinese policy of no western church influences.   

 

Issues: Health, Education 
Title: Freedom Alive with Matt Staver, Steve Steigler, and Dr. Peter McCullough 

Date aired and time: Saturday, 8/20/2022 12:30PM 

Matt Staver and Steve Steigler speak with Dr. Peter McCullough regarding the non-intrusive 
remediations regular people can use for keeping their bodies healthy and able to fight Covid. Dr. 
McCullough, a cardiologist and Internal Medicine M.D., provides uses of vitamins and minerals that can 
keep your body ready to fight any infection and what your body needs if you get covid. He discusses the 
proper treatment of intense Covid. 

 



Issues: Education, History, National Government 
Title: Word On The Street With Brant Fricker and Eliel Rosa 

Date aired and time: 8/29/2022 7:00PM 

Discussing the changes in American Government the past 40 years, the effects of skewing the intention 
of the founding documents of the United States and what the country can expect in the future.  How 
deviation in government is affecting the family, children, economy, and lifestyle. 

. 

 

Issues: Personal Growth, Health, Education 
Title: Inner Court – Praise and Worship, Recovery Special 

Date aired and time: 9/23/22 8:00AM 

The Inner Court Band performs music and provides a message for recovery from drugs and alcohol.  
Their members highlight their journey through severe addiction and the walk into sobriety.  They discuss 
opportunities in the Texas, New Mexico, and Oklahoma areas to find help to heal. 

 

Issues: Personal Growth, History, International Events 
Title: As Goes Israel… With Avi Lipkin 

Date aired and time: 9/30/2022 7PM 

With world events and the insecurity of several countries across the world, many are looking to Israel, 
their relationships with other countries and the way Israel is being treated by super powers. Avi shares a 
history of Israel’s importance in Biblical Prophecy and how these effect current world events.  
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